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Abstract
Once humans landed on the Moon on July 20, 1969 the goal of space exploration envisioned by
President John F. Kennedy in 1961 was already being realized. Achievement of this goal
depended on the development of technologies to turn his vision into reality. One technology that
was critical to success was the harnessing of nuclear power to run these new systems. Nuclear
power systems provide power for satellite systems and deep-space exploratory missions. In the
future, they will provide propulsion for spacecraft and drive planet-based power systems. The
maturing of these technologies ran parallel to an evolving rationale regarding the need to explore
our own Solar System and beyond.
Since the “space race”, forward-looking analysis of our situation on Earth reveals that space
exploration will one day provide natural resources that will enable further exploration and provide
new sources for dwindling materials to offset increasing prices on Earth. Mining for increasingly
valuable commodities such as thorium and samarium is envisaged on the Moon and on selected
asteroids as a demonstration of technology at scales never before imagined. In addition, the
discovery of helium-3 on the Moon may provide an abundant power source on the Moon and on
Earth through nuclear fusion technologies. However, until the physics of fusion is solved, that
resource will remain on the shelf and may be even stockpiled on the Moon until needed.
It is clear that nuclear power will provide the means necessary to realize these goals while
advances in other areas provide enhanced environmental safeguards in using nuclear power in
innovative ways, such as the space elevator, to deliver space-derived materials to Earth’s surface
and such as the space gravity tractor to nudge errant asteroids and other bodies out of orbits that
would collide with the Earth. Nuclear systems will enable humankind to expand beyond the
boundaries of Earth, provide new frontiers for exploration, protect the Earth, and renew critical
natural resources.
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Abstract
Once humans landed on the Moon on July 20, 1969 the goal of space
exploration envisioned by President John F. Kennedy in 1961 was already
being realized. Achievement of this goal depended on the development of
technologies to turn his vision into reality. One technology that was critical
to the success was the harnessing of nuclear power to run these new
systems. Nuclear power systems provide power for satellite systems and
deep-space exploratory missions. In the future, they will provide propulsion
for spacecraft and drive planet-based power systems. The maturing of these
technologies ran parallel to an evolving rationale regarding the need to
explore our own Solar System and beyond. Since the “space race”,
forward-looking analysis of our situation on Earth reveals that space
exploration will one day provide natural resources that will enable further
exploration and provide new sources for our dwindling resources and
offset their increasing prices on Earth. Mining for increasingly valuable
commodities such as thorium and samarium is envisaged on the Moon and
selected asteroids as a demonstration of technology at scales never before
imagined. In addition, the discovery of helium-3 on the Moon may provide
an abundant power source on the Moon and on Earth through nuclear
fusion technologies. However, until the physics of fusion is solved that
resource will remain on the shelf and may even be stockpiled on the Moon
until needed. It is clear that nuclear power will provide the means
necessary to realize these goals while advances in other areas will provide
enhanced environmental safeguards in using nuclear power in innovative
ways, such as a “space elevator” to deliver space-derived materials to
Earth’s surface and personnel and equipment into space, and a “space
gravity tractor” to nudge errant asteroids and other bodies out of orbits
that would collide with the Earth. Nuclear systems will enable humankind
to expand beyond the boundaries of Earth, provide new frontiers for
exploration, protect the Earth, and renew critical natural resources.

Introduction
In 2005, the International Atom ic Energy Agency ( IAEA) published a com prehensive review of
the history and status of nuclear power used in space exploration. Based on this review and on
our research , the objective of this report is to place som e pe rspectives around the ro le nuclear
power will likely play in the future, from developing and fueling the technology for use on Earth

(Campbell, et al., 2007) to developing the ability to explore for and to recover natural resources
that likely await our discovery on the Moon or elsewhere in the Solar System . Re cently, we
described the nature of the occurrence of uran ium and thor ium deposits on Earth (Ca mpbell, et
al., 2008) and we suggested that it is likely that certain types of de posits also coul d be expected
to occur els ewhere in o ur Solar Sy stem. Recove ring such resources can only be realized via
small steps in technology, starti ng with satellites in orbit and followed by the developm ent of
electronics to comm unicate with hu mans on Ea rth, powered by solar energy for low electrical
demands and by nuclear energy for missions with heavy requirements.

Satellites
In late 1953, President Dwight D. Eisenhower
proposed in his fam ous “Atom s-for-Peace”
address tha t the United Nations establish an international agency that would prom ote the
peaceful us es of nuclear energy (Engler, 1987). Since th e tim e of Sputnik in 1957, artificial
satellites have provided communications, digital traffic and sate llite photography, and the m eans
for the developm ent of cell phones, television, radi o and other uses. Of necessity, they require
their own power source (Aftergood, 1989). For m any satellites this has been provided by solar
panels, where electricity is generated by the photovo ltaic effect of sunlight on certain substrates,
notably silicon and germanium . However, because the intensity of sunlight varies inversely with
the square of the distance from the sun, a probe sent off to Jupiter, Saturn, and beyond would
only receive a few per cent of the sunlight it woul d receive were it in Earth o rbit. In tha t case,
solar panels would have to be so large that employing them would be im practical (Rosen and
Schnyer, especially page 157, 1989).
A space exploration m ission requ ires power at m any stages, such as the initial launch of the
space vehicle and subsequent m aneuvering, to run the in strumentation and communication
systems, wa rming or cooling of vital system s, lighting, various experi ments, and m any m ore
uses, especially in m anned m issions. To date, chem ical rocket thrusters have been used
exclusively for launchin g spacecraft into orbit a nd beyond. It would be tem pting to believ e that
all power after launch could be supplied by solar energy. However, in many cases, missions will
take p lace in are as too f ar f rom suff icient sun light, a reas where larg e s olar panels will no t b e
appropriate.
Limitations of solar power have logically lead to the development of alternative sources of power
and heating. One alternative involves the use of nuclear power systems (NPSs). These rely on the
use of radioisotopes and are generally referred
to as rad ioisotope th ermoelectric generato rs
(RTGs), the rmoelectric genera tors (TEGs), and radioisotope heat er units (RHUs). These units
have been employed on both U.S. and Soviet/Russi an spacecrafts for m ore than 40 years. Space
exploration would not have been possible without the use of RTGs to provide electrical power
and to maintain the temperatures of various components within their operational ranges (Bennett,
2006).
RTGs evolved out of a sim ple experiment in physics. In 1812, a German scientist (nam ed T. J .
Seebeck) discovered that when two dissimilar wires are co nnected at two junctions, and if one
junction is kept hot while the othe r is co ld, an electric cu rrent will flow in the cir cuit between
them from hot to cold. Such a pair of juncti ons is called a therm oelectric couple. T he required
heat can be supplied by one of a number of radio active isotopes. The device that converts heat to
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electricity has no m oving parts and is, therefore, very reliable an d continues for as long as the
radioisotope source produces a useful level of heat. The heat production is, of course, continually
decaying bu t rad ioisotopes are cus tomized to fit the intend ed use of th e electricity and for the
planned mission duration.
The IAEA report ( 2005a) suggests that nu clear reactors can provide almost lim itless power fo r
almost any duration. However, th ey are not practicable for applications below 10 kW. RTGs are
best used for continuous supply of low levels (up to 5 kW ) of pow er or in com binations up to
many tim es this value. For this reason, especially for long interplanetary m issions, the use of
radioisotopes for communications and the powering of experim ents are preferred. For short
durations of up to a few hours, chem ical fuels can provide energy of up to 60,000 kW , but for
mission durations of a month use is lim ited to a kilowatt or less. Although solar power is an
advanced form of nuclear power, this source of energy diffuses with distance from the Sun and
does not provide the often needed rapid surges of large amounts of energy.

Lunar-Solar or Lunar-Nuclear Power
In the past, solar power was gene rally conside red to be the m ost efficient for constant power
levels of some 10–50 kW for as long as it was need ed in some missions, given the availability of
sufficient solar power. However, higher output
could be obtained via a lunar-solar system
suggested by Criswell ( 2001, 2004a and 2004b) where m icrowaves could be generated by large
solar arrays on the Moon. In addition to supp
lying the Moon-base re quirements, the excess
power could be transferred by larg e aperture radar/microwave (i.e., power beaming) to the Earth
for distribution conversion to power existing electrical grids.
The typical output ranges for th e different pow er sources to s upply m issions are illustrated in
Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Sources of Electricity for Application in Missions in Space
After IAEA (2005a)
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Criswell (2001) suggests that a preferred power beam is form ed of microwaves of about 12 c m
wavelength, or about 2.45 GHz. This frequency of microwaves apparently travels with negligible
attenuation through the atmosphere and its water vapor, clouds, rain, dust, ash, and s moke. Also,
he indicates that this general fr equency range can be c onverted into alternat ing electric currents
at efficiencies in ex cess of 85%. These power b eams could be directed into ind ustrial areas
where the general population could be safely ex cluded. Hazards to birds and insects can be
minimized, and humans flying through the beam in aircraft would be shielded safely by the metal
skin of the aircraft’s fuselage. Presum ably, power generated by nuclear reactors located on the
Moon could also be beam ed to th e Earth in a sim ilar fashion, with similar apparent advantages
and disadvantages.
As opposed to the solar-energy co nversion to m icrowaves process, heat is em itted from all
nuclear processes. This heat may either be converted into electricity or be used directly to power
heating or cooling system s. The initial decay pr oduces some decay pro ducts and th e use of the
thermal ene rgy will p rovide som e additional excess th ermal energy to be re jected. Nucle ar
processes can either be in nuclear reactors or from radioisotope fuel sources such as plutonium
oxide. In either case, the heat produced can be c onverted to electricity e ither statically through
thermocouples or therm ionic conve rters, or dynam ically using tu rbine generators in one of
several heat cycles (s uch as the well-known Rankine, Stirling, or Brayton designs, see Mason,
2006b).
The nuclear workhorses used in space m issions through 2004 are RTGs and the TE Gs powered
by radioisotopes in the Russian Federation that provided electricity through static (and therefore
reliable) conversion at p ower levels of up to half a kilowatt, with m ore available by combining
modules. The IAEA report ( 2005a) indicates that “sm all nuclear reactors have also been used in
space, one by the U.S. in 1965 (called the SNAP-10A reactor) which successfully achieved orbit,
the only nuclear reactor ever orbited by the
United States. The SNAP-10A reactor provided
electrical power for an 8.5 mN ion engine using cesium propellant. The engine was shut off after
one hour of operation when high- voltage spikes created electro magnetic interfer ence with the
satellite's attitude control system sensors. The reactor continued in operation, generating 39 kW t
and m ore than 500 watts of electrical power fo
r 43 days before the spacecraft’s telem etry
ultimately failed.”
The for mer Soviet Union routin ely flew sp acecraft-powered by nuclear reacto rs: 34 were
launched between 1970 and 1989. T he general consensu s remains that the i nvestigation of outer
space (beyond Earth-space) is “unthinkable without the use of nuclear power sources for thermal
and electrical energy”. The U.S. researchers agreed (see IAEA, 2005a).

Spacecraft Propulsion
The use of space NPSs is not res
tricted to th e provis ion of thermal and electrical power.
Considerable research has been devoted to the application of nuclear thermal propulsion (NTP).
Research is underway on propulsion units th at w ill be capable of transferring significan tly
heavier payloads into Earth orbit than is
currently possible using conventional chem ical
propellants, which today cost s about US$10,000/pound to lift a pa yload into orbit and about
US$100,000 to deliver a pound of supplies to the Moon.
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For the pro pulsion of s pacecraft, the use of
nuclear power once in space is m
ore
complicated than sim ply selecting one over
several power options. The choice of nuclear
power can m ake deep-space m issions m uch
more practical and efficient th an chem ically
powered missions because they provide a
higher thrust-to-weight ratio.
This allows for the use of less fuel for each
mission. For exam ple, in a basic comparison
between a typical chem
ical propulsion
mission to Mars with one using nuclear
NASA Photography
propulsion, because o f the different m assratio efficiencies and the larger specific impulse, the chemically powered mission requires a total
of 919 days for a stay of 454 da ys on the red planet. By com parison, a nuclear-powered m ission
will b e com pleted in 87 0 days f or a stay of 550 days (see I AEA 2005a report). The outward
bound and return journeys would ta ke 30% less tim e and allow fo r a longer stay on Mars. In
considering orbital positions i nvolving tim e, weight, and a vari ety of payloads, nuclear power
wins out most of the time (see Figure 2).
For a nuclear-power rocket-propulsion system, a nuclear reactor is used to heat a propellant into
a plasma that is forced through rocket nozzles to provide motion in the opposite direction. The
IAEA (2005a) report indicates that the two para meters that provide a measure of th e efficiency
of a rocket propulsion energy sour ce are the theoretical specific impulse(s) and the ratio of the
take-off mass to the final mass in orbit.
Chemical reactions using hydrogen, oxygen or fl uorine can achieve a specific im pulse of 4,300
seconds with a m ass ratio for Earth escape of 15: 1, which is about 20 tim es the efficiency of
conventional bipropellant station-keeping thrusters (Nelson, 1999).

Figure 2 - Mission Duration - Chemical versus Nuclear Propulsion Systems (after IAEA 2005a)
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However, hydrogen heated by a fission reactor inst ead of a chem ical reaction achieves twice the
specific im pulse with a solid core while at th e sam e ti me having a mass ratio of 3.2:1. W ith
different cores, the specific im pulse can be as much as seven tim es gre ater again with a m ass
ratio of only 1.2:1. This type of engine was used in the Deep Space 1 Mission to asteroid Braille
in 1999 and Comet Borrelly in 2001. This system also powers the cu rrent Dawn Mission to
asteroids Vesta and Ceres. While these missions use an electric arc to ionize xenon, the principal
is the same. A nuclear engine would sim ply produce a higher thrust by causing xenon to becom e
a plasma, rather than an ion, resulting in higher velocities.
Combining nuclear power with elec trical thrusters will result in a high eff iciency of the specific
impulse for thrust; building power/propulsion sy stems on this basis will allow interplanetary
missions with payload m asses two to three times greater than those possible with conventional
chemical propellants. This can also be achieve d while supplying 50–100 kW of electrical power
and more for onboard instrumentation over periods of 10 years or more.
There are new approaches to space travel now in effect that reduce the need for long-term engine
burns, whether chem ical or nuclear. Reddy ( 2008), in a summary article, indicates that the solar
system is now known to be a complex, dynam
ic structure of swirling and interconnecting
“pathways” in space shaped by the effects of mutu al gravitation between the planets, moons, and
other bodies. These pathways constitute a natura l transportation network som ewhat like m ajor
currents in the ocean th at enables these bodies to move throughout the solar system with ease,
although the time required to reach a destination would be longer but with less fuel consumption.
So-called “balance points” in space between or biting bodies such as the Sun and Earth were
discovered in the 18 th Century by the Swiss m athematician Leonhand Euler. Additional balance
points were found by Joseph-Loui s Lagrange, which eventually becam e known as Lagrange
points. Such points are pr incipally used as stab le pa rking p oints f or satellites and f or orb iting
purposes. For example, the Genesis Mission used Lagrange points to sample solar wind in 2001
with minimal fuel, as illustr ated in Figure 3. There will be additional Lagr ange points available
throughout the solar system to aid such travel, combined with orbital altering by fly-bys of
planets and large m oons, but propulsion will
still be required even with optim ized fuel
consumption.
Tracking orbits of bodies in space have expande d considerably over the past 20 years. The
NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) contains positions, basic data, and over 16,000,000
names for 10,400,000 extragalactic objects, as well as more
than 5,000,000 bibliographic
references to over 68,000 published papers, and 65,000
notes from catalogs and other
publications (see NASA, 2008b). In addition, the Planetary Data System (PDS) is an archive of
data from NASA planetary m issions, whic h is sponsored by NASA'
s Science Mission
Directorate and has become a basic resource for scientists around the world (see NASA (2008c).
The experience accum ulated in d eveloping sp ace NPSs, electrical th rusters and NTPSs has
enabled a num ber of missions focused on the Ea rth, such as round-the-clock all-w eather radar
surveillance and global telecommunication systems for both military and business interests. This
includes global systems for communication with moving objects (as in G PS tracking). Needless
to say, technology is leading the way in all areas in the exploration of space.
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Figure 3 – Genesis Mission Pathways (Reddy, 2008)

Planet-Based Power Systems
Getting to Mars may be the attainment of a primary objective for some but for humans to survive
on the surface of a non-hostile plan et, moon, or asteroid, a reliab le source of electrical en ergy is
needed. Approximately 3–20 kW(e) would be required, which exceeds the capabilities of RTG’s
because of the mass of plutonium required. Solar power is impractical because of the distance of
Mars from the Sun and because of seasonal and geographic sunlight issues. Thus, nuclear power
is the remaining viable option.
The reactor, designated HOMER, designed and built by N ASA contractors in the 1980s fulfills
the need for a s mall power source. It was designed specifically for producing electricity on the
surface of a plan et, moon, or asteroid. The lo w-power requirem ent m eans that the reacto r
operates within well-understood re gimes of power density, burn up and fission-gas release. The
number of impacts of radiogenic particles is so low that there is no significant irradiation damage
to core materials and hence has a long life.
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Earth-Based Power Systems
The space research an d development carried out in bo th the form er Soviet Union/Russian
Federation and the U.S. have
provided substantial benefits to co mparable research an d
development on innovative reactor concepts and fuel cycles cu rrently being conducted under
international initiatives. This is
particularly true after the Chernobyl
disaster, where
approximately 4,000 Soviet citizens ar e thought to have died as a dir ect result of exposure to the
released radiation resulting from the m eltdown of a poorly designed nucle ar reactor installe d
during the Cold War (for detailed report, see IAEA ( 2004). In particular, one resulting benefit is
the use of heat pipes in the SAFE-400 and HOMER reactors that have only recently been applied
to small Earth-based reactors. Such heat pipes now greatly reduce the risk by distributing heat
more safely. Furthermore, the research and deve lopment of extremely strong materials for NPSs
designed to withstand harsh environments also could be beneficial for deep-ocean or polar use.

Environmental Safeguards in Orbit
The risks associated with em ploying nuclear power in space are sim ilar to those encountered on
Earth. A few accidents have occu rred but aside from the Chernobyl disaster (see th e recent 2004
IAEA report), the use of nuclear power brings with it a risk no higher than other industrial
environmental risks on Earth. We attempted to place the risks into perspective, see Campbell, et
al., (2005).
Radiation safety is provided in two ways:
1) The basic approach to safety in orbit relies on m oving the spacecraft into a stable,
long-term storage orbit, close to circular, at a height of more than 530 miles. There,
nuclear reactor fission products can decay safely to the le vel of natural radioactivity
or they can be transported away from Earth sometime in the future.
2) The back-up emergency approach involves the dispersion of fuel, fission products and
other materials with induced activity into the u pper layers of the Earth’s atmosphere.
During the descent, aerodynam ic heating, th ermal destruction, m elting, evaporation,
oxidation, etc., are expected to disperse the fuel into pa rticles that are sufficiently
small as to pose no excess radiological h
azard to E arth’s popul ations or to the
environment. The backup safety system was introduced after the failure of the change
in orbit of the of Cosmos-954 spacecraft (for details, see the IAEA 2005a report). The
descent of the Soviet U nion’s spacecraft re sulted in large radioa ctive fragm ents of
wreckage being strewn across a thin strip of northern Canada in 1978.
Safety, both for astronauts and other humans on Earth, has been a long-time prime concern of the
inherently d angerous sp ace prog ram in general. Fortunately, any h ardware p laced in o rbit,
including nuclear reactors, have been designed so that when
they eventua lly r e-enter the
atmosphere they will break up in to such small fragments that m ost of the spacecraft and reacto r
will atomize and burn up as they fall.
The IAEA ( 2005a) suggests that both RTGs and TEGs, th e workhorse auxiliary power system s,
also have several levels of inherent safety:
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1)

The fuel used is in the form of a heat-resistant ceramic plutonium oxide
that reduces the chances of vaporization in the event of a fire or during
re-entry. Further, the ceramic is highly insoluble and primarily fractures
into large pieces rather than forming dust. These characteristics reduce
any potential health effects if the fuel were released;

2)

The fuel is divided into small independent modules each with its own heat
shield and impact casing. This reduces the chance that all the fuel would
be released in any accident; and

3)

There are multiple layers of protective containment, including capsules
made of materials such as iridium, located inside high-strength heatresistant graphite blocks. The iridium has a melting temperature of 4,449° K
which is well above re-entry temperatures. It is also corrosion resistant
and chemically compatible with the plutonium oxide that it contains.

However, a few accidents occurred d uring the 1960s and 1970s. One accident occurred on April
21, 1964 when the failure of a U.S. l aunch vehicle resulted in the burn up of the SNAP-9A RTG
during re-entry. This resulted in the dispersion of plutonium in the upper atmosphere. As a result
of this accid ent and the consequent redesign of the RTGs, the curren t level of safety has been
improved substantially.
A second acciden t occurred on May 18, 1968 after a launch aborted in m
id-flight above
Vandenberg Air Force Base and crashed into the sea off California. The SNAP-19 reac tor’s heat
sources were found off the U.S. coast at a depth of 300 feet. They were r ecovered intact with no
release of plutonium . The fuel was rem oved a nd used in a later m ission. A third acciden t
occurred in April of 1970 when the Apollo 13 mission was aborted. The lunar excursion module,
that carried a SNAP-27 RTG, re-e ntered the atmosphere and plunged into the ocean close to the
Tonga Trench, sinking to a depth of between f our and six m iles. Monitoring since then has
shown no evidence of any release of radioactive fuel.
The for mer Soviet Unio n routinely flew spacecraf t that included nuclear reactors in low-Earth
orbits. At th e end of a m ission, the spacecraft was boosted to a higher, very long lived orbit so
that nuclear materials could decay naturally. As indicated earlier in this report, there was a major
accident on January 24, 1978 when Cos mos-954 could not be boosted to a higher orbit and reentered the Earth’s atm osphere over Canada. De bris was found along a 400-m ile tract north of
Great Bear Lake. No large fuel particles
were found but about 4,000 s mall particles were
collected. Four large steel fragm ents that appeared to hav e been part of the periphery of the
reactor core were dis covered with high rad ioactivity levels. There were also 47 be ryllium rods
and cylinders and m iscellaneous pieces recove red, all with som e contam ination (see IAEA
2005a).
As a result of this accident, the Russian Fede ration redesigned its system s for ba ckup safety.
Further, a United Nations W orking Group has developed aerospace nuclear safety design
requirements where:
1)

The reactor shall be designed to remain subcritical if immersed in water
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or other fluids, such as liquid propellants;
2)

The reactor shall have a significantly effective negative power coefficient
of reactivity;

3)

The reactor shall be designed so that no credible launch pad accident,
ascent, abort, or re-entry from space resulting in Earth impact could result
in a critical or supercritical geometry;

4)

The reactor shall not be operated (except for zero power testing that
yields negligible radioactivity at the time of launch) until a stable orbit or
flight path is achieved and it must have a re-boost capability from lowEarth orbit if it is operated in that orbit;

5)

Two independent systems shall be provided to reduce reactivity to a
subcritical state and these shall not be subject to a common failure mode;

6)

The reactor shall be designed to ensure that sufficiently independent
shutdown heat removal paths are available to provide decay heat
removal;

7)

The unirradiated fuel shall pose no significant environmental hazard; and

8)

The reactor shall remain subcritical under the environmental conditions
of the postulated launch vehicle explosions or range of safety destruct
actions.

Thus, as in all advances in technology, experience corrects
previous oversights. The cause s of the reentry of Cos mos954, for exam ple, have been rectified. Fortunately, this
incident resulted in no danger to hum ans because of the
remoteness of where in Canada the remnants of the r eactor
came to rest. In the f
uture, b ecause of advanced an tisatellite technology, failing orb iting space craft will be
intercepted and destroyed by gr ound- or ship-based guided
missiles before reach ing the surface. The IAEA
2005a
report indicates that each member country has em ployed
the new international rules and some have expanded them to meet their own requirements. As an
example, in 1998 the Russian Federation publishe d a new policy governing safety and recovery.
However, the num ber of satellit es and the associated space de bris am ounting to som e 17,000
pieces of hardware th at have accu mulated in various o rbits over the past 50 years h ave created
safety issues of a differe nt variety (see insert above). A recent collision of old and new satellites
over Siberia has illustrated the serious threat to other satellites, including the Hubble and even
the International Space Station (see Rincon, 2009).
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Other Environmental Considerations in Space
Human physiological a nd psycholo gical ad aptations to the condition s and duratio n of space
travel and working represent significant challeng es. Millions of man-hours of research for well
over a century have been spent on the funda mental engineering problem s of escaping Earth' s
gravity, and on develop ing system s for space propul sion. In recent y ears, th ere has been a
substantial increase in research into the issue of the impact on humans in space over long periods
of tim e. This question requires extensive investigations of both the physical and biological
aspects of hum an existence in space, which has now become the greatest challenge, other than
funding, to hum an space exploration. The im pact of artificial grav ity and the effects of zero
gravity on humans are at the core of the research today (see Prado (2008a).
A funda mental step in overcom ing this challenge is in trying to understand the effects and the
impact of long space travel on the hum an body. The expansion into space depends on this
research and on the plans of contemporary futurist s, ultimately affecting the plans of all space
agencies on Earth (see Prado (2008b) and others).

International Development: The Nuclear Genie is Out of the Bottle
While the former Soviet Union/Russian Federation and the U.S. have co nducted extensive space
initiatives based on rocket programs of the 19 20s and 1930s, other nati ons have established
successful s pace program s in the past three decad es: Australia, Austria, Brazil, Canada, China
(including Taiwan), Denmark, France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, South
Korea, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, and the Ukraine. The United Kingdom and m
ost of Europe
participate in the European Space Agency (ESA).
Many of these countries and groups are m onitoring activities while others are participating in
U.S. and Russian program s, som etimes as pa rt of the E SA. Others are going it alone in
conducting or participating in the burgeoning comm ercial busin ess of launching a num ber of
communication and surveillance sa tellites. For example, Europe has been launching cooperative
international sate llites f rom Vandenberg Air Fo rce Base in California, W oomera in South
Australia and Cape Canaveral in F lorida, sinc e at least 1968. On the other hand, Canada has
launched its own satellites fr om Vandenberg since 1969. Most, if not all, of the cooperative
programs launch telecommunication and meteorological satellites in to Earth orb it and use solar
arrays to power the communications once the s atellites are in stab le orbits. There is no need for
nuclear power in these low-power systems and the use of RTGs has been minimal.
In other activities, China’s space program began in 1959 and its first satellite, Dongfanghong-I,
was successfully develo ped and lau nched on April 24, 197 0, making China the fifth country in
the world with such capability. By October 2000, China had developed and launched 47 satellites
of various types, with a flight success rate of over 90% . Altogether, four sa tellite ser ies hav e
been developed by China: recoverable
remote sensing satellites; D
ongfanghong
telecommunications satellites; Fengyun meteorological satellites; an d Shijian scientific research
and technological experim ent satellites. A f ifth series in cludes the Ziyuan Earth resource
satellites were launched in the past f ew years. Ch ina is the third country in the world to m aster
the technology of satellite recovery, with a success rate reaching an advanced international level,
and it is the fifth country ca pable of independently devel oping and launching geostationary
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telecommunications satellites. Zhuang Fenggan, vice-chairperson of the China Association of
Sciences, declared in October 2000 that one day the Chinese would create a permanent lunar
base with th e inten tion of m ining the lunar soil for helium -3 (to fuel nuclear fusion plants on
Earth), (see IAEA 2005a).
The forecas t for th e 2 1st century’s space activities is th at power and propulsion units for
advanced space vehicles will be driv en by nuclear power. The advantag e of nuclear power units
is that they are indepen dent of solar power. Thus, n ear-Earth space veh icles using NPSs do not
need batteries, neither for steady operation nor for peak dem and. The com pact design m akes
spacecraft o peration eas ier and s implifies th e o rientation s ystem for highly accurate guidan ce
(see IAEA 2005a).

Research and Development
Earth-based NPSs were origin ally designed to be very large in stallations giving econom ies of
scale for baseload applications. Earth-based nucle ar power was originally based on the prospects
for reprocessing partially spent fuel and using
plutonium-based fuels in Generation IV fast
breeder reactors both to minimize waste and to conserve nuclear resources. Although this has not
materialized over the past 30 year s, the prospects for re-starting research into reprocessing sp ent
fuel have improved over the past f ew years (see Cam pbell, et al., 2007). Breede r reac tors are
once again being evaluated because they have the capability to burn actinides present in partially
used fuel, thus generating less waste with lower activity levels, as well as producing more fuel
than they use, hence the name “breeder” reactor.
Space nuclear power, o n the oth er hand, is charact erized b y the need for s mall, light-weigh t
systems that are independent of gravity and have heat-t ransfer systems that support both direct
and indirect conversion. Additionally, they must operate in hostile environments, achieve a very
high degree of robustness and reliability, and,
in some applications , operate with high
efficiencies. This research and developm ent can be the basis for innova tive nuclear reactor and
fuel cycle developments for different terrestrial missions on planets, moons, and asteroids.
An exam ple of the relevance of such research and developm ent for innovative E arth-based
concepts can be found in the developm ent of m aterials resistant to hi gh flux of radiation and
temperature. Im proved, more reliable and innov ative heat transport and rem oval system s are
other areas where common research and developm ent objectives exist. In particular, advances in
space nuclear system s can apply to sm all and/or remote Earth-b ased application s, provide for
more reliable heat transfer system s and “open the door” to the use of pl asma or ionic conversion
systems. Another research and development area having considerable synergy potential is energy
production. Advanced cycles for energy producti on and alternative ener gy products (such as
hydrogen) are good examples. Co mmonalities are also found in the need to enhance reliability
for concepts with long lifetim es and/or for us e in hostile environm ents (e.g., deep water and
subarctic/arctic and other remote locations).
Recent indu stry-sponsored research in the U.S. by Purdue University nuclear en gineers h as
demonstrated that an ad vanced uranium oxide-beryllium oxide (UO 2 - B eO) nuclear fuel could
potentially save billions of do llars annually by lasting longer and burning more efficiently than
conventional nuclear fuels. However, if confir med, this will increase the dem and for beryllium
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(Be) and beryllium oxide (BeO). An advanced UO 2 - BeO nuclear f uel could also contribute
significantly to the ope rational safety of both current and future nuclear reactors on Earth and in
space due to its superior thermal conductivity and associated decrease in risks of overheating or
meltdown (see IBC, 2008).
Along with their m ain purpose of space explo ration, m any of the advanced techno logies h ave
Earth-based applications since they are or can be used for the fabrication of products, equipm ent
and substances for different m
arkets. The following examples are areas of Earth-b
ased
technology that have benefited, or could easily benefit, from work done by NASA in the U.S.
and by the Kurchatov Institu te in the Russian Federation. Also, the IA EA (2007b) supports the
development of non-electric appli cations of nuclear power used
in seawater desalination,
hydrogen production and other industrial applications.
Small Earth-Based NPSs
The developm ent of sm all automatic m odular NPSs having power outputs in the 10–100 kW
range could find new Earth-based applications. District heating, power for re mote applications
such as for installations underwater, remote habitation and geological exploration and mining are
candidates for such power sys tems (see s ection: Earth-Based Spin Off from Space Research,
later in this report).
Direct-Conversion Systems
RTGs were used 25 years ago for lighting at re mote lighthouses, but mo re applications await
these sem i-permanent batteries. While not curren tly on the m arket, the use of RTGs in sm all
industries and even in electric cars and the hom e have the pot ential f or reducing reliance on
natural gas and oil. A r eliable, long-lived, maintenance-free 10 kW source of electricity for the
home is foreseeable within the next 20 years or so. An initial high price c ould be amortized over
a few years to be comparable to electricity prices available on the national grid.

Problems to be Solved
NASA, the Russian Aviation and S pace Agency, (called MINATOM), ESA, and others hav e
defined a list of long-term space problem s, the solutions to which will requ ire h igher power
levels than those curren tly available. Some of the most important initiatives to be ta ken in space
with respect to nuclear power in the 21st century are:
1)

Development of a new generation of international systems for communication,
television broadcasting, navigation, rem ote sensing, exploration for resources,
ecological monitoring and the forecasting of natural geological events on earth;

2)

Production of special materials in space;

3)

Establishment of a manned station on the moon, development of a lunar
NPS, industry-scale mining of lunar resources;
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4)

Launch of manned missions to the Moon, Mars and to the other planets and their
satellites;

5)

Transportation to the Earth of thermonuclear fuel — thorium , 3He isotope, etc. if
merited;

6)

Removal of radioactive waste that is not in deep underground storage for storage
in space;

7)

Clearing of refuse (space satellites
potential orbital hazards;

8)

Protection of the Earth from potentially dangerous asteroids and other NEAs; and

9)

Restoration of the Earth’s ozone layer, adjustment of CO2 levels, etc.

and their f ragments) from space to reduce

Off-World Mining
In the future, space NPSs and combined nucle ar power/propulsion syst ems (NPPSs) with an
electrical po wer level o f several hu ndred kilo watts m ake possible and will enab le long-term
space m issions for global environ mental m onitoring, m ining-production facilities in space,
supply of power for lunar and Martian missions, and
even Earth. Future m
issions will includ
e
systematically evaluating planetary bodies and the
asteroid belt for m inerals of interest, such as
uranium and thorium , nick el, co balt, rare-earth
compounds, and a list of other m
inerals now in
short supply on Earth (see Haxel, et al., 2002 on the
need f or ra re-earth co mmodities). The need f or
developing natural resources from
off-world
locations has become a common topic of discussion
by econom ics scholars, e.g., see Sim pson, et al.,
2005; Tilton, 2002; and Ragnarsdottir, 2008.
NASA Photography

Interest in the industrialization of space bega n m any years ago. One of the first p rofessional
geologists to state the n ecessity of going into s pace was Dr. Phil Shockey (see Shockey, 1959),
former Chief Geologist for Tet on Exploration in the late 1960s and a form
er co-worker of
Campbell and Rackley. The need continues to draw supporters (see Lewis, 1997).
Aside from the orbital activities presently focused on the In ternational Space Station, geological
exploration began in the 1960s with the Apollo missions. Only one geo logist (Schmitt) walked
on the Moon to sam ple the rocks and the rego lith and, along with othe r non-geologists, brought
back thousands of pounds of sam ples for further study on Earth (see Fig ure 4). The recent Mars
Phoenix investigations are sampling the regolith of Mars by remote-controlled geological probes.
Earlier ground studies by the rovers Spirit and Opportunity also invo lved rock sampling and
evaluations designed to determ ine the m inerals present below the “deser t varnish” covering the
rock outcro ps after m illions, if not billions, of years of exposure to erosional im pact by solar
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radiation, solar wind, and perhaps erosion by water during the early wet period of Mars’ geologic
history. These are the first steps in mineral evaluation, whether it is on Earth, the Moon, Titan, or
now on Mars. They all involve reconnaissanc
e and prelim inary sampling accompanied by
detailed photographs of the rocks being sampled. Such investigations that were conducted during
the bold days on the Moon in the late 1960s a nd early 1970s have now begun on Mars, (see
Karunatillake, et al., 2008).
The former was conducted by one geologist and other non-geologists, the latter by probes guided
by geologists and engineers on Earth but designed to do the same as if geologists were present on
Mars or in other hostile locations. The visit to Saturn and its largest m oon, Titan, by Cassini and
its probe Huygens also allowed additional steps to be taken and lessons learned. Europa, one of
Jupiter’s moons, will be visited one day, as will most of the others.
All such deep-space activities assume that sufficient power will be available. This is evident in a
series of industrial planning pape rs (in the form of extend ed ab stracts) wherein no m ention is
made of the power requirem ents for heavy industry mining on asteroids ( Westfall, et al., ND).
Fortunately, given sufficient fuel, nuclear power systems appear to be ready to provide the power
required.

NASA Photography

Figure 4 – The Only Geologist on the Moon (William “Jack” Schmitt)
Apollo 17, 1972

The Debate on a Lunar or Mars Base
NASA’s Albert Juhasz suggested in 2006 that:
“…lunar bases and colonies would be strategic assets for development and testing of
space technologies required for further exploration and colonization of favorable places
in the solar system, such as Mars and elsewhere. Specifically, the establishment of lunar
mining, smelting and manufacturing operations for the production of oxygen, Helium 3
and metals from the high grade ores (breccias) of asteroid impact sites in the Highland
regions would result in extraordinary economic benefits for a cis-lunar economy that
may very likely exceed expectations. For example, projections based on lunar soil
analyses show that average metal content mass percentage values for the highland
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regions is : Al, 13 percent; Mg, 5.5 percent; Ca, 10 percent; and Fe, 6 percent. The iron
content of the “Maria” soil has been shown to reach 15 percent (from Eckart, 2006).”

Once target areas on the Moon and within the as
teroid belt have been selected, geological
exploration can begin in earnest. Lunar Prospector was launched in 1998 and was the first
NASA-supported lunar mission in 25 years. The main goal of the Lunar Prospector mission was
to map the surface abundances of a series of key elements such as H, U, Th, K, O, Si, Mg, Fe, Ti,
Al, and Ca with special emphasis on the detection of polar water-ice deposits (see Hiesinger and
Head, 2006). Recently, even evidence of significant water has been reported in s ome lunar
volcanic glasses (see Saal, et al., 2007). High-quality photographic coverage and advanced
planning for returning to the Moon are increasing almost daily; see NASA Lunar Program (here),
Google Moon (here), and for a summary of all lunar missions by all countries, see (2009a).
Target selection will depend on the prelim inary assessment of the econom ics of m ining on the
Moon and astero ids. This will inclu de assessments of exploration costs, the m ethods used, i.e.,
remote sensing in proxim ity to selected targets, aerial topographic surveys, and then later, visits
by geologists or probes to obtain ro ck samples. If favorable resu lts suggest a deposit of possible
economic interest, drilling to determ ine ore grades and tonnage of the deposit will be conducted.
Once the average ore grade and tonnage (of the thor ium, nickel, cobalt or other deposits) have
been estab lished, a m ineability s tudy will be undertaken and the results com pared to th e
competing resources available on Earth. The volum e of the orebody, the ore grade of the deposit
and the cost to m ake concentrates on site, plus overhead and supporting costs will determ ine
whether off-world m ining of the deposit is ju stified. This econom ic assessm ent would be
completed before funding is committed to the project, just as done in mining projects on Earth.
Any prelim inary study on the econom ics of mi ning on the Moon for a particular suite of
commodities available in the rego lith has to con clude that the unit co sts would be substantially
below the costs of competitive operations on the Earth. T
horium and sam arium (and m aybe
additional rare-earth elements since they often occur together) have been located in what appears
to be anom alous concentrations in the regolith around the Mare Imbrium region (see Figures 5
and 6). There are other constitu ents of interest as well that m ay drive the econom ics to justify a
permanent base on the Moon.
Elphic, et al., (2000) report th at the high thorium and sam arium c oncentrations are associated
with several im pact craters surrounding the Ma re Im brium region and with features of the
Apennine Bench and the Fra Mauro region. Remnants of m eteorites impacting the Moon are
evident by the detection of high concentrations in the regolith of Ni, Co, Ir, Au, and other highly
siderophile elem ents (s ee Korotev, 1987; Hiesinger and H ead, 2006; and Huber and W arren,
2008). As anomalous sites, these areas would be followed up with detailed sampling.
These sites would be candidates for follow-up fo r the next m ission to the Moon to confirm the
occurrences. The anom alies should be considered as indications that hig her concentrations m ay
be present in the area, likely associated with impact craters (Surkov and Fedoseyev, 1978). The
availability of the th orium (and sam arium) in the ro ck or rego lith, com bined with th e
concentration of these constitu ents, is a prim ary indicator in any assess ment of the constituents
for possible development by industry (see Spudis, 2008).
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Anomalous Th

Copernicus
Crater

Figure 5 – Inferred Thorium Abundance on a Two-Hemisphere Map Projection.
From Elphic, et al., 2000.

Anomalous Sm

Figure 6 - Inferred Samarium Concentrations in the Imbrium/Procellarum
Regions. From Elphic, et al., 2000.
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The associated costs for infrastructure, m ining, processing, personnel a nd transportation will
determine if and when such a project of this magnitude would receive funding from industry and
from a number of governm ents. The anomalies appear to occur over large areas, and if available
from within the lunar regolith, mining of fine-grained material removes the need to crush the raw
ore to produce concentrat es on the Moon. This w ould improve the economics of such a venture.
Because tho rium will be in grea t dem and to fu el uran ium/thorium-based nuclea r reacto rs on
Earth and in space, this discovery is of major importance (see IAEA, 2005b).
To conduct exploration on the Moon, Mars or ot her body, there m ust be sufficient m apping of
the body to provide the basic geolog ical relationships, structural re lationships and features that
can be accessed from aerial photography and ot
her aerial geophysical and remote sensing
techniques. This prov ides a way to estab lish priorities for s ubsequent surface investigations and
sampling. Skinner and Gadis, ( 2008), discuss the progression of geologic mapping on the Moon.
The quality and deta il of such m aps are illu strated in Fig ure 7. Vast areas will need to be
explored on the Moon and Mars. Reliable tran sportation for sam pling will be required (see
Elphic, et al., 2008) in explor ing f or stra tegic comm odities, such as nickel, cobalt, rare -earth
minerals, or for nuclear fuels, whether uranium or thorium.
Today, uranium is the only fuel used in nuclear r eactors. However, thorium can also be utilized
as a fuel for Canada’s Deuterium Uranium (CANDU) reactors or in reactors specially designed
for this purpose (WNA, 2008a). The CANDU reacto r was designed by Atom ic Energy of
Canada, Lim ited (AECL). All CANDU models are pressurized heavy-wate r cooled reactors.
Neutron efficient reacto rs, such as CANDU, are capable o f operating on a high-tem perature
thorium fuel cycle, on ce they are s tarted using a f issile material such as U 235 or Pu 239. Then the
thorium (Th 232) atom captures a n eutron in the r eactor to becom e fissile uranium (U 233), which
continues the reaction. Som e adva nced reactor designs are likely to be able to m ake use of
thorium on a substantial scale (see IAEA, 2005b). In October, 2008, Senators Orrin Hatch, RUtah and Harry Reid, D-Nevada introduced legislation that would provide $250 million over five
years to sp ur the developm ent of thorium r eactors. RTG research also has progressed on a
number of recent missions (see Bennett, et al., 2006).

Figure 7 – Copernicus Quadrangle (Skinner and Gadis, 2008)
(For detail, click (here).
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The thorium -fuel cycle has som e attractive f eatures, though it is not yet in commercial use
(WNA, 2008b). Thorium is reported to be about three tim es as abundan t in the Earth's crust as
uranium. The IAEA-NEA "Red Book" gives a fi gure of 4.4 m illion tonnes of thoriu m reserves
and additional resources available on Earth, but points out that th is excludes data from much of
the world (IAEA, 2007a). Recent estim ates are much higher (Chong, 2009). These also exclude
potential thorium resources on the Moon, which can only be evaluated, of course, by lunar
sampling. Early reports are encouraging that thorium is likely present in concentrations with
economic potential on the Moon, m aking certain assumptions regarding the costs to m ine on the
Moon (see: Metzger, et al., 1977). Multi-recov ery opera tions co mbining the recovery of highdemand sam arium with other com modities of inte rest f urther enh ances the econo mics of any
operations on the Moon (see Figure 8).

Figure 8 - Conceptual View of Moon Base for Mining (after Schmitt, 2004)
(Courtesy of Popular Mechanics)

Based on the sam pling to date on the Moon, th e following elem ents have been reported in
significant concentrations: aluminum, copper, c obalt, chromium, gallium, germ anium, thorium,
tin, tungsten, rhenium , i ridium, gold, silver, polonium, os mium, praseodym ium, cadm ium, and
others, some of the building blocks of human civilization (see Taylor ( 2004), Lawrence, et al.,
(1998 and 1999), and Meyer ( ND) f or an inventory of som e of the constitu ents r eported f rom
lunar sampling to date).
These constituents can also be anticipated on ot her m oons and asteroids as well, as indicated
from lunar sam pling during the 1960s and their pr esence in meteorites analyzed on Earth. The
work conducted on the lunar sam ples and on m eteorites collected over the years has for med a
sound foundation on wh at may be expected in space (see Zanda and Rotaru, 2001, and Norton
2002).
NASA Photography
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Valles Marineris

In conducting exploration on Mars, the Moon, or aste roids, safety consider ations have a m ajor
role in the d esign and c ost of extraterrestrial facilities built in such rem ote locations. Protection
from bullet-like m icrometeors and from corona l m ass ejections (CMEs) from the Sun requires
the construction of underground facilities.

Apollo 11

The Maria on the Moon Facing Earth.
See Google Moon for Apollo and Luna sites (2008).

In the case of the Moon, the regol ith and underlying volcanics in m ost locations would be easier
to excavate than the ha rd rocks of the m etallic asteroids would allow ( Clark and Killen, 2003;
and Gasnault and L awrence, 2002). Some asteroids are composed of an agglom eration of space
rubble, prim al ice, and other m aterials that would likely be low on the list of targets for
containing useful commodities, aside from water, although even this may be m ore widespread
than previously thought.
Over the past 10 years, helium-3 (aka 3He) has received considerable attention for its potential to
produce significant fusion energy. 3He, a gas, is apparently presen t in s ubstantial concentrations
trapped within certain minerals pres ent in the lunar regolith having accumulated after billions of
years of bombardm ent by the solar wind. Helium has two stable isotopes, helium -4, commonly
used to fill blimps and balloons, and the even lighter gas, helium-3. Lunar 3He is a gas imbedded
as a trace, n on-radioactive isotope in the lunar soils. Datta and Chakravarty, 2008, indicate that
3
He diffuses from lunar-silicate grains . However, the m ineral ilmenite (FeTiO 3) that is abundant
in certain areas of the Moon retains 3He. This represents a potential en ergy source of such scale
that it is ex pected by m any energy planners to one day m eet the Earth’s rapidly escalating
demand for clean energy, assum ing the present di fficulties in m aintaining and controlling the
fusion process can be overcome.
The resource base of 3He present in just the upper nine feet of the mineable areas of titanium-rich
regolith (co ntaining ilm enite) of Mare Tranquillitatis on the Moon for exam ple (the landing
region for Neil Armstrong and Apollo 11 in 1969 shown in the inse rt above) has been estim ated
by Cameron (1992) to be about 22 m illion pounds (11,000 tons of rego lith containing 3He gas).
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The energy equivalent value of 3He, relativ e to that of co al, would b e about $2 m illion per
pound. On the basis that 3He is c oncentrated within ilm enite m inerals o f partic le sizes sm aller
than 100 mesh, its concentration by heating the con centrates to temperatures greater than 700° C
for collection and shipment of the 3He gas to Earth or for use on the Moon or elsewhere should
not be difficult to achieve in a lunar processing plant (see Cam eron, 1992) and illus trated in the
insert below:

Proponents of turning to 3He as an energy source indicate th at the fusion process involves the
fusing of deuterium ( 2H) with 3He producing a proton and helium -4 ( 4He). The products weigh
less than the initial components and the m issing mass produces a huge energy output. Capturing
this energy at a useful scale is being investigat ed by m any countries on Earth, including China,
India, Russia and others. Alt hough NASA m anagement apparently has been silent on its plans
regarding lunar 3He, NASA labs, consultants and contract ors have not. Bonde and Tortorello
(2008) sum marize work perform ed by the F usion T echnology Institute at the University of
Wisconsin – Madison regardi ng the value of the lunar 3He resou rces. They also cite Chin ese
science lead ers who claim that one of the m ain objectiv es of their sp ace progra m will be to
develop the 3He resource on the Moon.
The IAEA report ( 2005a) indicates that p ersonnel from both China and the Russ ian Federation
have reported that the lunar regolith could be m ined for 3He for use in nuclear fusion power
plants on E arth in a few decades . They claim that the us e of 3He would perhaps make nuclear
fusion conditions much easier to attain, rem oving one of the m ajor obstacles to obtaining fusion
conditions in plasm a containment reactors for p ower production on Earth. Schm itt (2006) treats
the subject in great detail, from mining on the Moon to energy produc tion (see Livo, 2006 for
review of text). However, Wiley (2008), a 37-year veteran of fusion research and a former senior
physicist (retired) at the Fusion Research Center of the University of Texas at Austin, indicates
that th e hig her the tem peratures produced in th e containm ent vessel, the m ore radiation losses
occur. Also, confinem ent problems have yet to be solved and he doesn' t expect the problem s to
be resolved for m any decades. Th is is based on the fact th at the sim plest reaction, Deuterium Page 21

Tritium (D- T), is going to require m any more years to harness. W iley indicated th at th e
agreement on ITER was signed less than two y ears ago and they are already having problems
with both the design and budget (see Anon, 2008c). It will be at least ten years, and probably
much longer, before en couraging results em erge from work at th e IT ER facility in France. He
suggested that the ITER plans do not include a demonstration reactor. Add another 20 years to
build a demonstration reactor and then another 20 years to build a single power plant. Wiley also
indicated that the stand ard fusion argum ent is that even if there were reserves of Deuterium in
sea water to fuel an operation for 1,000 years - th e Tritium has to be retrieved from a breeder
reactor, which has not yet been constructed. So, even if 3He is readily available, what real value
is the resource until the physics problem s have been solved and the plants are built to use D-T or
3
He?
In any event, if and when the technology is ready, the resource will be assessed for use and will
be ava ilable. In th e m eantime, the Fus
ion
Technology Institute at the University of W isconsin
- Madison continues the re search with op timistic
schedules; see UW FTI, ( 2008). The group has also
been offering a comprehensive academic curriculum
on exploration and mining in sp
ace under the
guidance of Dr. Harrison “Jack” Schmitt, Apollo 17
Astronaut and former Senator from New Mexico.
Other press ing target comm odities of opportunity
Valles Marineris
may exist on the Moon and in our Solar System,
especially within the asteroid belt just beyond Mars.
NASA Photo
Given other considerations , the Mo on is ideal as a
training base for operating in low a nd zero gravity,
working out equipment issues, and as a staging base
for long-term m ining and exploration m issions. A
fixed, long-term base on either the Moon or Mars (or any othe r suitable body) would be powered
by NPSs to provide the heavy electrical needs of the base (see Mason, 2006a).
Mars is also being considered
for establishing a base. Although
seeking water (and some for m of life) is the present objective, Mars
may also contain usef ul m ineral resources as suggested in early
reports on meteorites (McSween, 1994), and by Surkov, et al., 1980,
and by Zolotov, et al., 1993, but sampling has been lim ited to date
(See Taylor, 2006 and Karunatillake, et al., 2008). Nevertheless,
Dohm, et al., ( 2008), report that rifting, magma withdraw al, and
tension fracturing have been
proposed as possible processes
involved in the initiation and developm ent of the Valles Marineris,
which is a site of potential economic mineralization.
In addition, K/Th is distinctly hi gher in the central part of the Valles
Marineris than the average in oth er regions. They speculate that
possible explanations include: 1) water-magma interactions that may
have led to the elevated K/Th signal in the surface sedim ents, or 2) the lava-flow m aterials are
intrinsically high in K/Th and thus em phasize the com positional heterogeneity of the Martian
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mantle suggesting that m ineral segregations of econom ic interest m ay be possible, including
radiogenic and metallic minerals.
With the hostile-lookin g surface environm ent on Mars, water was not anticipated, with the
exception of water ice at or around the poles, see insert. The volum e of water available at the
Mars North Pole has been estim ated at about 100 tim es that present in the Great Lakes of North
America. Water ice has recen tly also been iden tified in larg e volumes at m id-latitudes covered
by regolith and debr is (Holt, et al., 2008). With evidence of water i ce also showing up in som e
crater and valley walls, water will likely be found in the subsurface in th e form of ground water.
Risner (1987) addressed the subject in terms of available photographs of the time and in terms of
NASA Photography
what hydrogeological processes observed on Earth should also apply in general on Mars.
Outcrop in Victoria Crater with angular unconformity (?).

This would be expected to include deep intrusives
interacting with the gro und water to form various
types of m ineralization, som e of potentially
economic im portance. Recently, N
ASA
researchers have reported the presence of
methane on Mars (NASA, 2008f). W ith this
development, the Oklo uranium deposit dated at
1.6 billion years locate d in Gabon, Africa and
other older deposits known on Earth becom
e
useful analogues to apply to Mars and other
bodies where volcanics, water and bacteria have
produced methane and other gases that also m ay be present (or m ay ha ve been present in the
past) on M ars and els ewhere (see USDOE, ND). Other deposits present on E arth of PreCambrian age should be investigated further as possible additional analogues for various types of
mineralization. Volcanism and water seem to be more wi despread in the Solar System than
previously considered. To date, in addition to Earth, they have been indicated on Jupiter’s moon,
Io and Europa, Saturn’s m oon Enceladus, and Neptune’s m oon, Triton. This suggests that
mineralization of econom ic interest also m
ay be
common, and nuclear po wer will be needed to explore in
the far reaches of our Solar System to develop these
resources.
NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) has
produced som e new inform ation that supports the
likelihood of mineralization of econom ic interest to
industry. The color coding on the composite image below
shows an area about 12 m iles wide on Mars, and is based
on infrared spectral information interpreted by NASA as
evidence of various minerals present. Carbonate, which is
indicative of a wet and nonacidic geologic history,
occurs in very small patches of exposed rock and appears
green in this color representa tion, such as near the lower
right corner of the below photo.
Canyons of Nili Fossae region.
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Based on information released by NASA ( 2008e), the scene consists of heavily eroded terrain to
the west of a sm all canyon in the Nili Fossae region of Mars. It was one of the first areas where
researchers on NASA’s Com pact Reconnaissance Im aging Spectrom eter for Mars (CRISM)
science team detected carbonate in Mars rock s. The team has reported that: “The upperm ost
capping rock unit (purple) is underlain successive ly by banded olivine-bearing rocks (yellow)
and rocks bearing iron- magnesium smectite clay (blue). W here the olivine is a gr eenish hue, it
has been partially altered by interacti on with w ater. The carbonate and olivine occupy the same
level in the stratigraphy, and it is thought that the carbonate fo rmed by aqueous alteration of
olivine. The channel running from upper left to lower right through the im age and eroding into
the layers of bedrock testifies to the past presence of water in this region. That som e of the
channels are closely associated with carbonate (lower right) indicates that waters interacting with
the carbonate were neutral to alk
aline b ecause acid ic waters wou ld have dissolved th e
carbonate.” The spectral inform ation used in the above figure com es from infrared im aging by
CRISM and is available in NASA’s report ( 2008e). High-quality photographic coverage of Mars
is incr easing alm ost daily; se e NASA Mars Program ( here), Google Mars (here), and for a
summary of all lunar missions by all countries, see (2009b)
As human exploration reaches into the outer So lar System, travel time and natu ral hazards will
require in-situ resources along the way. Palaszewski ( 2006) suggests that shielding from
radiation can be found am ong the rocks of the moons or in using shields of hydrogen and other
liquefied gases from the various planetary atm ospheres. High-speed travel could be augm ented
by nuclear fission and advanced future fusion pro pulsion, both fueled by at mospheric gases. The
gases found in those atmospheres are considered to be excellent for fuels in chemical and nuclear
propulsion systems, e.g., hydrogen, m ethane for ascending from and des cending to the m oon’s
surface. Hydrogen, 3He, and ices found deep in Uranus
and Neptune are considered to be
potentially crucial to exploration beyond the Solar System as well.
Mining Asteroids
With commodity prices at record highs, and whic h are expected to stay high for decades, lunar
and as teroid explo ration and m ining are beg inning to loo k attractiv e. Min ing co mpanies a re
beginning to take note that China, India, and other nations are expanding their econom ies at a
rate higher than anticipated.
Goodyear (2006), a corporate m ining industry execu tive, reports that consum ption of natural
resources by China and India will place even great er stress on comm odity prices, especially for
copper, alu minum, nickel, iron o re and other metals and m ined commodities and that th ese
resources will need to be replaced soon. Som e asteroids (C-, S-, and M-types) are m
ore
prospective than others due to their detected and estim ated com positions (see Ambrose and
Schmidt, 2008).
The candidate list of potential minerals and com pounds that m ay be in short supply or be
uneconomic to produce on Earth but are available in the Solar System are shown in Table 1
(indicated by red dots). The poten tial r ewards in term s of new mineral resources and in an
expansion o f hum an act ivities are large enough to m ake the investm ent worthwhile (Schm itt,
2006). Identifying and mining nickel, cobalt, and a variety of other commodities that are in short
supply on E arth, or that could be mined, produced, and delivered m ore cheaply in space would
contribute to and drive the world’s technology to a scale never
before contem plated. This is
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based, of course, on th e assum ption that the economics are favorable. Large m ulti-national,
quasi-governmental industrial groups are likely to develop over the n ext few decades to hand le
projects of such m agnitude, if they haven’t al ready begun to assem ble. One day in the decades
ahead, mining for such high-volum e, low-grade commodities (e.g. alum inum-thorium-uranium)
on Earth will only be of historical interest. Ev en some of the low volum e-high grade operations
(e.g. nickel-cobalt-platinum -rare earth elem ents) m ay disappear on Earth because they could
become ope rations in sp ace as seco ndary-recovery projects. In the early 1990s, work began in
earnest to c onsider nea r-Earth as teroids ( NEAs) as resourc es of the future (s ee Le wis, et al.,
1993) and continues today (see Ruzicka, et al., 2008).
Table 1 – Commodities Imported to U.S. in 2007

(Red Dots Indicate Commodities of Special Interest in Space Exploration.)
(From Mining Engineering, July, (Anon, 2008b, p.17)

The time has arrived to begin to consider mining certain commodities on the Moon in addition to
3
He, as well as on the outlying planets, thei
r moons, and asteroids. This will require longduration m anned-space m issions th at will involve adverse condi tions. This creates an even
greater need for nuclear-powered sy stems as well. Therefore, when planners begin to exa mine
return space-travel goals beyond Earth orbit, afte r construction of the International Space Station
(ISS) has been com pleted, they will be faced with decid ing which propulsion systems are re ady
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for the next push into space. Advances in d emonstrated technology , som e of which were
abandoned almost 30 ye ars ago, will include nuc lear ion propulsion e ngines powered by m ainstay on-board nuclear reactors. Nuclear-powered generators are now commonly used in m any of
the Mars and other missions.
Class M m eteorites typically are composed of iron, nickel, cobalt, and platinum -group m etals,
the last three of which are in great dem and on Earth. The asteroid shown in Figure 9 is about 1.3
miles in diameter, which is about the size of a typical metal mine on Earth. Its mass is calculated
to be about 30 billion to ns and assum ing it contains 20 oz/ton of nickel, it could contain alm ost
20 m illion tons of nickel, tha t’s 40 billion pou nds of m etal worth nea rly a trillion dollar s in
today’s market (i.e., ~$50,000/ton of metal concentrate).
The availability of this r esource could eas ily overwhelm the m arket for this m etal on Earth for
many years, as could that produc ed f or other commodities m ined in space as well. These
operations would have large power de mands which would be supplied by robust nuclear power
systems to run heavy machinery specially designe d to operate in space. The m ining plan and
associated economics of operating in space would involve a new scale of operations never before
attempted by humans.

NASA Photography

Figure 9 - A Class M Asteroid: Named 3554 Amun-NEA
(From Ambrose and Schmitt (2008)

Mining would likely consist of pit excavation by “controlled” blasting to break up a selected part
of the aste roid into smalle r blo cks and allowing them to settle ba ck into the p it, f ollowed by
loading the blocks into crushers , grinding the blocks into sm aller fragments suitable for loading
into spec ial transpor t vehicles. The se transpo rt vehicles w ould be built to interlock creating
“space train s” which would bring the raw ores back to th e Moon for further pro cessing into
concentrates. This could then be sm elted on th e Moon to a form useful to industry, or sent
directly back to Earth orbit for transfer of
high-value concentrates, or m etal product, to the
surface via the so-called space elevator or new transfer m ethods for processing. Son ter ( 1998)
identified th e requ irements th at m ust be sati sfied to m ake an "orebody" in the geologic and
mining engineering sense, that is, to identify it as a resource source that can support an economic
materials retrieval project (also see Campbell, et al., 2009).
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These economic and technical requirements are:
1. A market for the products produced and delivered;
2. Adequate spectral data indicating presence of the desired materials;
3. Orbital parameters give reasonable accessibility and mission duration;
4. Feasible concepts for mining and processing;
5. Feasible retrieval concepts; and
6. Positive economic Net Present Value, using appropriate engineering concepts.
The following diagram is intended to show how the various requirements interact.

Figure 10 – Flowchart for Determining Technical and Economic Feasibility of Mining in Space
(After Sonter, 1998).

Like mining projects on Earth, each project, whether it is located on the Moon, Mars or an NEA,
will have its own idiosyncrasies. The proximity of some NEAs make them primary targets for
exploration and possible development (see NASA, 2009).
Astronomical work over the last fifteen years ha s increased the num ber of known NEAs from
about 30 to about 430. In 1998, the discovery rate was in excess of 50 per year. Asteroid geology
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has also advanced dramatically in the last few decades, drawing on spectroscopic and dynam ical
studies of asteroids and comets, and meteorite studies. Reasonable correlations can now be m ade
between spectral/photometric as teroid types and inferred surf ace mineralogy. It is now believed
that as m any as 50% of NEAs may be "volatiles bearing", containing clay s, hydrated salts, and
hydrocarbons. Sonter ( 1998) suggests that there is a conti nuum from asteroidal to dorm ant
cometary bodies, within the population of NEAs
. Exploring asteroids, m oons, and planets
beyond Mars will require a power source differe
nt from those now deployed in Am erican
spacecraft. As indicated earlier, radioisotope thermal generators and solar energy cannot meet the
challenges posed by proposed m issions to the co ld, dark regions of our Solar System. NASA’s
scientists from Oak Ridge National Laboratory ar e convinced that nuclear fission power will
accomplish the goals (see NASA Oak Ridge National Laboratory (2004).
It should be re-emphasized that for spacecraft ca rrying scientific instruments beyond Mars, solar
energy is not an option, and command and control of crafts are more complicated. The traditional
approach of m ounting solar cells o n unm anned spacecraft works well for voyages to Venus,
Mercury, and Mars. However, beyo nd Mars th is approach is not practical because th e sunlight's
intensity is so low that the space probe
cannot capture enough solar energy without huge,
unwieldy arrays of photovoltaic cells. As preliminary explor ation programs move beyond Mars,
an alternative source of electri cal power is required. Radioisotope thermal generators are a very
good option for providing low levels of electrical pow er for such m issions as Voyager, Galileo,
and Cassini, which only required about 1 kilowatt (1 kW) of power. Most have had only a few
hundred watts of power.
The bulk of the Solar System si mply cannot be explored in any m eaningful way unless we
employ nucl ear reactors in space. NASA will expl ore different plan ets (and their moons) with
more robust spacecraft that can m aneuver aroun d m oons, collect m ore data, and co mmunicate
the inform ation to Earth m ore quickly than can be done with current technologies. More
electricity will be n eeded to opera te the basic s ystems that will be r equired. Science packages,
mission support systems, and electric propulsion all require significant power resources. These
needs can be met only by using spacecraft powered by nuclear reactors. The future of science in
space depends on the successful deployment of space-based reactor power systems, especially as
heavy electrical dem ands are required in m ining, processing and delivering m inerals and other
commodities back to Earth.
The Space Elevator
The space elevato r in concept is a vertical co nveyance sys tem with one end anchored on the
Earth and th e other to a satellite in geosynchron ous orbit th at will b e used to f erry people and
materials quickly and safely in to Earth orbit and from orbit back to th e Earth. Edwards ( 2003)
described the history of the sp ace-elevator concept, which is presently under developm ent via
government and industry funding. Recent conferences are discussing its feasibility and next steps
in development (see Anon, 2008a).
As technology has advanced, deve lopments in nanotechnology have led to strong m aterials that
apparently m eet the prim ary need of the space elevator (i.e., a strong, flexible, seam less belt
made of carbon nanotubes, see Figure 11 and 12 for general concepts).
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Once again, the power to operate th e electrical motors needed to conduct the high-speed lifts are
likely to be generated by s mall nuclear power units capable of producing significant am ps for
lifting outbound m aterials, such as personnel and equipm ent, etc. The elevator w ould need to
brake on the way down for incom ing freight, such as mineral concentrates, personnel, and other
materials. E ven rem oval of high-level radioact ive and hazardous wastes conceivably could be
transferred by the space elevator into an orbiting craft for stor age in a parking orbit around the
Earth or for storage on the Moon as a future resource.
In another application, alum inum is appare ntly availab le in the regolith on the Moon in
significant concentrations. On Earth, the alum inum industry’s smelting plants use larg e amounts
of direct current electric power often generated by a dedicated m ine-mouth coal plant. This plant
is also usually located on or near a lake or river as a source of cooling water and for other uses.
Modern aluminum smelters operate at 200-600 M W of alternating current electric power, which
is converted in a rectifier yard to direct current f or use in the aluminum reduction pots (Anon,
ND). In producing about 175,000 tons of alum inum ingots, each plant produces about 8,000 tons
of spent pot liner (SPL) per y ear. Total world industr y production is about 700,000 tons of SPL,
which has been classified as a hazardous waste.

Figure 11 – Basic Space Elevator Concept (Hoagland, 2005).

If lunar alum inum resources, for exam ple, could be m ined, concentrated and sm elted using a
nuclear power system to provide the large elec
tricity needs, the cost of aluminum
ingots
delivered to the Earth via the sp ace elevato r eventually co uld replace alum inum m ining and
smelting on Earth. Once facilities such as the s pace elevator are in p lace, it is con ceivable that
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most heavy industries presently using resources on the Earth that are also available on the Moon
or els ewhere in the So lar System m ay move th eir operations off wor ld. This would result i n
decreased electrical usage and decreased stress that heavy industries inherently exert on the
environment such as burning coal and using wate r resou rces. Disposal of spent po t lin ers, for
example, on the Moon would also be less of a problem than on Earth. The “not in my backyard”
(NIMBY) issue would seem at fi rst not to be present on the M oon. However, international realproperty rights have been treated to som e extent in the United Nations’-sponsored 1967 Outer
Space Treaty and in the 1979 Moon Treaty (see W hite, 1997). Once such intern ational treaties
are signed, disagreem ents, disputes, litig ation, a nd NIMBY issues usually follow. Regulations
will then evolve to address grievances even in space, especially over mineral resources.
The space elevato r could open numerous space-re lated opportunities and would elim inate most
of the need for payload lifting as now prac ticed by NASA at a cost of about $10,000 per pound.
In doing so, NASA would transfer its focus to m atters related to activities in space. In th e
process, industry would likely p lay an increas ing role in the developm ent of various off-world
projects. Safety issues and pot ential hazards associated w ith building and operating such
facilities would require responsible consideration.

Figure 12 – Conceptual View of the Space Elevator (Hoagland, 2005).

Aluminum, iron and steel, m etal mining, and other companies with special interests in operating
in space or on the Moon, could combine efforts to raise th e necessary funds and t o spread the
risk of such projects. These new m ega-mining companies could also raise funds via public stock
offerings.
Near-Earth Asteroids and Comets
The principal need to be in space is clearly ba sed on protecting the Earth from life-extinguishing
events (LEEs) com ing from deep sp ace in th e form of i mpacts by near-Earth asteroids (NEAs)
and comets (summarized by Chapman, 2004). Monitoring NEAs has increased substantially over
the past 10 years but determining what to do when an NEA is found to be heading for a collision
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with the Earth is still under debate, primarily because the subject has become heavily politicized
and funding depends o n W ashington in supp orting NASA. Collisio ns by larg e bodies hav e
happened in the pa st and will h appen again in th e future (see Figure 13) and repre sent possible
species-extinguishing events, including humans.
NASA operates a robust program of monitoring research on astrophysics through the NASA
Astrophysics Data System (NASA, 2008d). If the Moon becom es a base for future exploration
for resources, such operations could also inco rporate NEA monitoring facilities and response
operations as required.

Figure 13 - Artist’s Conception of a Large-Mass Impact
on the Earth (Courtesy of Don Davis)

However, Russell Sch weickart, Apollo 9 Astronau t and presently Chairm an of the B612
Foundation is leading th e efforts to implement an alte rnate approach to the NEA iss ue. Ins tead
of taking on the cost and l ong-term commit ment of a Moon-ba sed, stand-alone monitoring
facility, Schweickart (pers. comm., 2008) suggests that infra red (IR) tele scopes (dual band) in a
Venus-trailing orbit would accelerate th e NE A discovery process and provide better m
ass
estimates to determ ine the risk and nature of th e response to any threat. He also suggests that
NEA deflection can be effectively handled by robotic, Earth-launched m issions employing such
approaches as a gravity tractor (see Figure 14 below) and other m ethods (see B612 Foundation
News).
Safety issues and poten tial hazards associated with operating such e quipment would require
responsible consideration to insure that control of NEAs ar e maintained and represent a m inimal
threat to the Earth. Potential unintended consequences of op erating such systems would require
scrutiny by oversight management. This approach and all future approaches will be powered by a
combination of solar and nuclear system s, the former for small electrical loads, and the latter f or
heavy electrical loads.
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Figure 14 - A So-Called Robotic “Gravity Tractor” Moving an Asteroid
into a New Orbit (Courtesy of R. L. Schweickart (ND)

The IAEA (2005a) concludes that the increased growth and scale of pending space activities, the
complication of tasks to be fulfilled, and the increasing requirements for power and propulsion
logically lead to the us e of nuclear power in sp ace. Nuclear power will dom inate in provid ing
propulsion and power-generating un its for future near-Earth and interplanetary missions. There
are cu rrently no alternatives for m issions to outer sp ace or for landing on planetary surfaces.
International cooperative efforts to send m ore nuclear-powered probes f or missions to the outer
planets of the Solar System a nd a m anned m ission to Mars are in various stages of planning.
Once we are ready to leave the Solar System , th e space-tim e travel issues will need to be
confronted and solved successfully. The Tau Ze ro Foundation provides a focus on the science
and technology of deep space travel (see website for publications (here)).

Earth-Based Spin Off from Space Research
Just as it did in the 1960s, research in developin g space objectives always brings many advances
in a variety of scientific and e ngineering fields. Research on nuc lear power can be expected to
pay great dividends to techno logical dev elopment on Earth. Thes e areas includ e: dom estic
nuclear power system s of a variet y of sizes and output power (see Hyperion i nsert bel ow for
example), m edicine, laser equipment and electr onic devices, optics, tim e-keeping processes,
refrigeration equipment and materials technology.
In the future, nuclea r p ower will b e needed for space m issions with h igh power dem ands. For
example, the flow of data will gro w enor mously, and spacecraft with sufficiently powerful
nuclear systems placed in geosta tionary orbits will be needed to m anage this flow of data. The
currently used, low-power RTGs simply will not handle the job.
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Hyperion Portable Plant – A “Pocket” Nuclear Power Plant



25 MWe – Electricity for ≥20,000 Residents during or after Disasters
or for Remote Operations (Mining, etc.)



30 Years Life
Courtesy of Hyperion Power Generation, Inc.

High-end technologies will need to be develop ed in space. For a variety of reaso ns, certain
technology processes cannot take place on
E arth. Fo r exam ple, superpure m aterials, single
crystals and inorganic m aterials that are n eeded on Earth can only be produced in space. In th e
long term, as discussed previously, it m ay be possible to transmit power to the Earth from space
by microwave or laser energy to provide the main power grid or inaccessible areas with electrical
power. Technologies developing out of the non-electric applications of nuclear power are being
used in seawater desalination, hydrogen producti on and other industrial a pplications. All this
requires significant energy and, thus, necessitates the use of nuclear power system s in space and
on Earth.

Conclusions
We have concluded that nuclear power is an important source of energy on Earth and that it is
also needed in space to provide the electricity to power both propulsion systems of various types
and all of the other mission electronic functions. We have found that ideas initially developed for
space applications have also stim ulated a new vision for Earth-based power systems, both large
and small. These systems include new ion plasm a propulsion system s, and new high-efficiency,
gas-cooled reactors. This new vision also includes a re-examination of high-efficiency generation
cycles perhaps involving fluids other than steam and th e use of heat pipes for com pact reactors
for very specialized and localized usage.
However, all th is resea rch doe s no t indic ate much m ore than specu lation abou t the m aterial
benefits of space explo ration. Benefits natura lly will aris e during th e preparatio n for such
missions through the innovations that are requir
ed in inf ormation transm ission, the use of
materials in extrem e conditions, in precis ion an d miniaturization technologies, and in hum an
existence in space. The s hort- and lo ng-term benefits to th e humans of the Earth can be div ided
into the following broad categories:
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1)

Further development of materials capable of withstanding very severe
environments;

2)

Advanced development of small nuclear power generators in remote
locations (and perhaps in harsh environments) under remote control;

3)

Advanced development of direct-energy conversion systems;

4)

Increased knowledge of the medical effects of zero gravity and long term
confinement on humans and how to counteract this impact;

5)

Precision technology (optics, lasers, time keeping, electronic devices,
etc.); and

6)

Commodities on Earth, such as nickel, coba lt, rare ea rths, and even nuclear
resources – uranium and thorium, and other commodities are likely to exist either
on the Moo n or elsewh ere in th e Solar Sy stem in concentrations of potential
economic interest to industry.

Although increased in ternational cooperation w ill help create and m aintain harm ony am ong
humans, the principal drivers of the industrialization of space will be built around commerce and
the self-in terest of each country, an d although coope ration is preferred, future developm ent of
nuclear power in space depends to a large
extent on the advances m ade by industry and
associated research personnel with in each coun try. Govern ments facili tate, industry personnel
execute. Sp ace dev elopment will likely result in the creation of la rge m ulti-national, quas igovernmental industrial groups to handle the com plex scale and investment required for such
projects, not unlike NASA or the ESA.
The Russian Federation is already m aking plans to go to the Moon, providing the funds can be
found (see: Anon, 2005). China, In dia and Jap an have recently sen t spacecraft to the Moon.
South Korea is buildin g its own s pace prog ram fo llowing China's lead. India lau nched its first
unmanned spacecraft to orbit th e Moon in October of 2008. The Indian m ission is scheduled to
last two years, prepare a three- dimensional atlas of the Moon and prospect the lunar surface for
natural resources, including uranium (see Sengupta, 2008 and Data and Chakravarty, 2008).
The findings of the U.S. President’s Commission on Implementation of United States Space
Exploration Policy (2004) present the general views outside of NASA and are summarized
below:
1)

Space exploration offers an extraordinary opportunity to stimulate engineering,
geological, and associated sciences for America’s students and teachers – and to
engage the public in journeys that will shape the course of human destiny.

2)

Sustaining the long-term exploration of the Solar System requires a robust space
industry that will contribute to national economic growth, produce new products
through the creation of new knowledge, and lead the world in invention and
innovation.
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3)

Implementing the space exploration vision will be enabled by scientific
knowledge, and will enable compelling scientific opportunities to study Earth and
its environs, the Solar System, other planetary systems, and the universe.

4)

The space exploration vision must be managed as a significant national priority, a
shared commitment of the President, Congress, and the American people.

5)

NASA’s relationship to the private sector, its organizational structure, business
culture, and management processes – all largely inherited from the Apollo era –
must be decisively transformed to implement the new, multi-decadal space
exploration vision.

6)

The successful development of identified enabling technologies will be critical to
attainment of exploration objectives within reasonable schedules and affordable
costs.

7)

International talents and technologies will be of significant value in successfully
implementing the space exploration vision, and tapping into the global
marketplace, which is consistent with the U.S. core value of using private sector
resources to meet mission goals.

Since 2004, NASA has been developing new capabiliti es to go into space, to the Moon and then
on to Mars and elsewhere in the Solar System
(NASA, 2008a). It should be noted here that
although neither NASA nor the President’s Comm ission e mphasize it, one of the two prim ary
justifications for going into space is to locate and develop natural resources needed on Earth (i.e.,
nuclear and industrial m inerals). T he other is to protect the Earth. The work perform ed by
astronauts upon reaching the Moon , asteroids, and Mars first wi ll be geological in nature,
followed by engineering activities to develop the ne xt steps in the industrialization of the Solar
System. Of particular importance is while we sear ch for, mine and process the very nuclear fuels
that provide the power needed on Earth and later
in space (i.e., uranium , thorium, and later,
helium-3), this also allows us to explore for various mineral commodities in space.
Because long-term planning is a p rerequisite to exploration and develo pment in orbit, in space ,
or on the Moon, Mars or other bodies, these programs will proceed step by step over the decades
ahead as they make sense politically to the American population for government-funded projects,
but also econom ically within industry for privately funded projects. Although funding by the
federal governm ent has provided the basic res earch required in sending probes to study the
various bodies in our Solar System as well as the early ap plied research in th e Apollo Luna r
program involving astronauts, in the decades ahea d, indu stry will lik ely assum e the lead in
ventures into space that are based solely on the perceived economic value to the corporations and
their stockholders.
The road ahead will be fraught with potential hazards and accidents will occur, as accidents have
occurred in new ventures throughout human history. But with the perceived need to develop new
sources of energy to power Eart h and the ventures into and ar ound the Solar System and even
beyond, the intended co nsequences will encourage the exploration and developm ent of m ineral
resources as secondary objectives. This will reduce the co st of thes e resources as the las t of the
cheap commodities are recovered on Earth. As a natural progression over the next 40 to 50 years
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and beyond, natural resource corporations will certa inly wring-out the last of the m etals and
other commodities on Earth from dumps and landfills until either the costs or the lack of political
cooperation via NIMBY bring the ac tivities to a close. Society wi ll also encourage or require
industry to expand recycling of products until population requirements outstrip such recoveries.
Mineral dep osits on Ea rth not now conside red to be econ omic will b e developed until th e
economics, environm ental p ressures, or s ubstitutions m ake such deposits
non-viab le.
Substitutions have been at the co re of industrial res earch since the beginning of the Industrial
Revolution and, driv en by population growth of about 20 % by 2025, will contin ue until th e
economics turn to new sources off-world.
Finally, the Earth s till holds the promise of new di scoveries of m ineral resources, especially in
the remote reaches of Canada, Alas ka, Antarctica, China, Russia, and elsewhere (s ee Laznicka,
1999). The power supplies required for developing such remote re sources will soon be provided
by the “pocket” nuclear power plants discusse d earlier. The m any activities presently under way
by industry in uranium and thorium exploration on Earth (see Cam pbell, et al., 2008) confirm
that the Earth still has s uch resources to contrib ute. However, as opposition to developm ent and
political disagreem ents between countries in crease, commodity pri ces rise, and as the
distribution of resources are wit hheld from the world economy, secu re sources of materials will
likely be sought off-world in either national or multi-national programs over the centuries ahead.
As the U.S., China, India, and others continue to conduct robotic exploration programs, we learn
more about the geology of other bodies. Applyi ng well-studied analogues on Earth to geological
environments on bodies in the Solar System , or finding new geological associations off-world
that of fer c ommodities needed by hum ans, these new r esources will p rovide the m eans to
maintain the Earth and to establish bases of f-world as humans learn to survive and prosper in
space (NASA, 2008g).
Of particular irony is the role that meteor and com et impacts may have played in bringing not
only water but also m etals of economic value to Earth, such as nick el, uranium, thorium, etc. As
previously discussed, thorium and sam arium ha ve been detected in and around certain im pact
craters in anomalous concentrations on the Moon. On Earth, known econom ic concentrations of
nickel and other con stituents o ccur near S udbury in Ontario, in the Bushv eld-Vredefort
structures in South Africa and othe rs in association with ring structures in Baltic Shield rock s of
Sweden and Finland and elsewhere. They are tempting candidates for being of off-world origins,
although the prevailing thought is that such depos its on E arth are either of progenetic (preimpact), syngenetic (contem poraneous), or epigen etic (post-im pact) orig in. For the range in
thought, see Grieve, 2005; Reim old, et al., 2005; Laznicka, 1999; W itschard, 1984; and of
historical note, Skerl, 1957, and Quirke, 1919). Currently, there are ab out 170 terrestrial im pact
structures presently known on Earth, with a discove ry rate of about 5 ne w structures per year
(see PASSC, 2009c). In any event, explor ation continues on the Moon and in the more rem ote
regions on Earth and will con tinue of f-world, this cen tury and beyo nd (see Ca mpbell, et al.,
2009).
But until so me form of fusion techn ology is ava ilable, the required nucl ear resources (uran ium
and thorium) needed today to drive the nuclear power-generating systems on Earth and in space
for the re st of this cen tury await further e xploration and technological developm ent on m issions
to the Moon and elsewhere. The general consensus is that some form of nuclear power will take
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humans around our Solar System in the 21 st C entury and beyond just as the wind first took
humans around the Earth in the 16 th and 17 th Centuries. We will share an understan ding with the
explorers of the past and
the astronauts of the future
by exhibiting a common hum
an
characteristic in exploring the final frontier:
We shall not cease from exploration,
and the end of all our exploring
will be to arrive where we started
and know the place for the first time.
-- T. S. Eliot
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